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Testing ‘Citizens Feedback’ Calls
To test their system, the Survey Agency
will be making few phone calls to citizens
till 3rd January.
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These feedbacks will not be considered
for SS-2019. Citizens Feedback will be
collected between
4th January to 31st January 2019

Race is on for ODF+ and ODF++ Cities
Early Movers are:
ODF++ Achievers

ODF+ Achievers

• Madhya Pradesh
1. Indore
2. Khargone
3. Shahganj
• Chhattisgarh
1. Sarguja
2. Rajnandgaon

• Haryana
1. Gurugram
• Chhattisgarh
1. Dongargaon
2. Gunderdehi
3. Kharsia
4. Palari
5. Jamul
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ODF+ Achievers
• Chhattisgarh
6. Jaijaipur
7. Kota (Bilaspur)
8. Akaltara
9. Gandai
10.Tifra
11.Chikhalakasa
12.Durg
13.Charama

Waiting for more to join the Club…!

Portal

May I Help You!

•

City Profile Final Submit: Please do not click on final submit till the time you have checked all the information. Presently
the edit option for all category is open but once you freeze it and move to next section the edit option will be disabled.
Majority of requests are regarding this issue and hence the edit option has been reopened. Humble request please do not
submit till the time you are sure of it.

•

Edit request and it’s impact on Progress: Portal developed is dynamic and if we reset it to edit. It will don't delete data but
in progress bar status it will again go back to 5% and once you complete edit in your respective sections and click submit it
will again take your progress to 100%.

•

Data and Progress: This function is basis the final submission in each section or category in the city profile. Once the city
profile is reset and is open for editing the percentage shown in the progress bar will automatically drop. Please be assured
that your data is safe and nothing has been deleted. Once you are done with the required modification in the information
(adding or editing details) you will be required to click the submit button again and the percentage in the progress bar will
increase. You will, however, be never asked to refill information in the city profile, that you had already filled and do not
want to edit.

•

Self-Assessment: Do not start self assessment till the time you are done with all the changes in city profile. Once you start
Self-Assessment and then wants to reopen and edit the City Profile any component, then in such cases the SelfAssessment would be reset and the ULB would have to refill all data in Self-Assessment. Why this?: Because in self
assessment all the information is populated from city profile and it work on algorithm. Once information is locked in city
profile and data is transferred it cannot be reverse. So if you want to edit any information in city profile do it before
moving to self-assessment.

